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Legalization of Marijuana & Paraphernalia
More on the (Deliberate for Profit, etc.) Demise of American Society

When every pharmacy in Massachusetts was forced (by who?) to
sell brand-new inexpensive needles, the reason for this deplorable
action given to us as: “This action will decrease the spreading of
diseases like Hepatitis C which’s the most common, but HIV as
well.
1.

HIV cases were becoming a calamitous issue in New
Bedford, MA. On the contrary, there was soon to be good kids from
all over the state involved disease-spreading. These individuals were
never previously involved with the heroin users in areas like New
Bedford, but that would come to pass. Another epidemic was set-up
with this influx of needles readily available. Sniffing cocaine and in
the more severe cases smoking coke, was to increase its deadliness
with the now hardcore injection of cocaine; everywhere mutating
addicts into paranoid schizophrenics.
2.

Truth be told, the total cases of Hep-C in Massachusetts
were about to sky-rocket out of control, like an unforeseen tornado
ripping through downtown Boston. Are we to believe this result was
unimagined (by those with no experience in the criminal lifestyle of the drugunderworld) by the politicians who took part in establishing this new
law that brought nothing but calamitous consequences? In every
corner of the state and within every community, whether it be the
most remote locations, big cities, middle-class suburbs to the upperclass suburbs, we’d now have citizens who became IV drug-users.
Currently, this ruinous issue remains a huge problem that can never
be cured, it can only progress.
3.

Indeed, marijuana’s not heroin, but I will present a relation
in disastrous outcomes within both. Am I for the legalization of
marijuana? I don’t have an issue with weed smokers. When I
smoked at my employments pre-heroin addition, (I had years of many
4.

random heroin uses: maybe 2-3 consecutive days, with sometimes months in between,

I became far more intuitive and energetic to accomplish
work. Likewise, it displayed my need, or at least desire to always
have pot on my person while at work. This was my addictive
personality which seemed destined to evolve into more serious
substances. What if I never began with all the drugs?
since age 15),

Although, descendant from my own lifestyle, you won’t
catch me writing negative articles on marijuana simply because I
live in complete sobriety now. I essentially quit smoking pot 8-9
years prior to quitting cocaine and heroin. Nevertheless, the answer
is: No, I don’t support the legalization. My decision’s born through
the three foremost critical factors, neither which is ever analyzed,
debated over, or plainly spoken about.
5.

Previously noted in 22:3 are the politicians who implement
these highly immoral laws. We’ve come to realize within the
capitalist system there’s typically two factors in-play anytime new
immoral laws become established. (1. Greed overruling values 2. The
deliberate destruction of society by power seeking individuals e.g. C.F.R .) Subsiding
from the fact I haven’t established a direct link between the syringe
laws and corrupt people with corrupt intentions, the other factor
involved is supporters of this decision. Politicians who sign the laws
into effect and citizens who support decision such as this, who know
absolutely nothing of the obvious consequences in making these
important decisions. Although, as we uncover more, and more on
the deceptiveness and purposely committed acts to harm our society,
we begin to wonder if the people pulling the strings truly believed
this action would help; referring to the syringe distribution.
5.

Nevertheless, even ten years after the fact as I’m attending
the local Community College (which anyone should be able to attain straight A’s
with effort when attending basic courses such as myself, what a joke it turned-out to be.) I
had a progressive teacher who continued to think flooding our state
with needles was proactive. He obviously fell for and supported the
original message. He completely disregarded the numbers produced
relating to the original design of lower diseases. In fact, the numbers
exploded in the opposite direction, but he continued with his
supporting theory.
6.

In addition, if you conferred with someone such as myself, I
could inform him on the magnanimous increase of I.V. users. Kids
in high-school who’d never of thought of using syringes, skipping
directly over the sniffing stage and injecting heroin/coke/meth/pills.
It’s very unfortunate when people without experience on a topic
reside in positions of decision-making able to effect negative
change. I find it even worse, when individuals who possess no
experience on a topic engage in debate as if they know. Why won’t
people ever admit that someone else would be a better choice than
themselves? Furthermore, this teacher stated how terrible things
have become with the absurd levels of overdoses not merely
throughout the state, but right there in the very town of the school.
7.

8.

Plymouth, MA has a total population of sixty-thousand
inhabitants. (60,000). Therefore, by no means should be spilling-out
constant news of deaths by overdoses. This teacher somehow failed
to make this connection. This is astounding, because in towns like
Plymouth there were never any reporting’s of deaths by overdose.
Many people knew damn-well that when cigarettes continued to
become priced-out here in the Northeast, that marijuana would
replace the lost tax-money. Now a completely non-capitalistic and
non-democratic republic move, of 400-500% tax of on packs of
cigarettes and with so many already addicted, it appears they’re

doing just fine with the cigarette taxes for now. Nevertheless, here
comes the marijuana.
Henceforth, alike all aspects of our society, including events
such as 9/11, if we want to learn what’s truly happening and why
it’s taking-place: just follow the money-trail. e.g. Primitive ArabMuslims living inside caves who don’t care about money, not only
don’t have the means, but cannot be the only people (if at all involved)
responsible for such attacks on September 11th, 2001. There were
trillions of dollars stolen from the Pentagon on the prior day of
September 10th and billions of dollars in gold recovered from the
Gold Reserves underneath the Trade Towers. The circumstances
involved around the legalization of marijuana aren’t any a\different.
This is the capitalist world of which we abide.
9.

Furthermore, we must define a useless evaluation on the
legalization of drugs and accessories like needles and Narcan. In my
home state of Massachusetts, can the politicians (which are mostly
brainwashed overly progressive liberals, anyhow) or those employed in this
field, use proper evaluation techniques to investigate the negative
numbers/effects of passing the Syringe~Laws? They certainly
should possess this ability, but have no power to make the obviously
correct moral decision to end the inexpensive selling of syringes at
all pharmacy’s in all towns or free distribution in cities? If their
evaluation details only atrocious results, then adjustments need to
be made. This is a very basic exercise.
10.

The problem occurs when they have no ability to take the
proper course of action. Of ‘course they cannot eliminate the selling
of syringes to addicts now. They set themselves up to be confined
by obstacles of massive proportions. If they were to eliminate the
addicts from acquiring needles at CVS, Walgreens, local
pharmacy’s, Needle-Exchanges, etcetera; there now becomes a fargreater number of users who must begin sharing needles and by
11.

result, commence spreading diseases on a much larger-scale than,
heretofore, was ever present. Which by the way has already
happened to a large extent, so one could only imagine the scale of
this action being taken.
The problem now being, if they were to retract their foolish
experiment now, it would become a disaster. There’s no turning
back and a $3—10Pack of syringes goes quick for most addicts and
they’re spending every last penny on drugs while running all over
the place to acquire them. They continue to never have enough
syringes, and our citizens who’re addicted to heroin lack the ability
to make responsible decisions. We cannot retract the supply, and
even without doing so, the numbers of user and diseases continues
to grow at a completely absurd rate! Who makes these decisions?
Are we holding them accountable?
12.

I’ve seen beautiful girls who were raised by good parents end
up in the worst of situations to get high…
13.

A nice girl in a car, few other people, one friend few
associates…This girl ends up at some random house, couple
scumbags, dirty place, feeling uncomfortable….They got the drugs,
others are shooting up, she’s so sick going insane watching, but
needs to wait 20min (hopefully) until she’s home….This girl knowing
another girl in the house has Hep-C, decides to use her needle when
she’s done w/it, as she thinks it’s worth risking catching the disease
(which she really is already accepting she’ll most likely catch it). …So, she can be high
right there and then, as it’s virtually impossible for an addict to wait
the 30 min, whether they’ve only spent 5 min searching for the dope,
or if she has already fought through 5 hours waiting to get it in her
possession. Let’s not think she’s capable of thinking about the

consequences of catching and spreading Hep-C; moreover, H.I.V.
when she’s currently dope-sick!
See what happened there? Let’s not start believing people
addicted to heroin can make responsible decisions. Not just this, but
in order for someone to use their own clean needles, the proper way,
we’re now encouraging all these users to carry needles on their
person at all times. Myself, I would always have one in my sneakers
under the sole, as this is how I walked around or went anywhere –
for years.
14.

15.

So now they hand out Narcan for free, in order to save lives.
If an addict overdoses, hopefully he or her are amongst friends, who
are needed to administer the Narcan. Unfortunately, many addicts
eventually end up having only one close friend – the devil’s heroin.
Now for me, my immediate first words said after hearing this and
seeing my associate with Narcan was “Now I can do huge amounts,
the most I can possibly handle, because if I was to O.D; who cares
you have Narcan.”
An ignored result of the syringe law

Explosion of overdoses and colossal levels of deaths have
now occurred throughout the state. Nonetheless, we can never go
back to the way it was before. This decision had permanent
consequences if the planned failed. Was this analyzed originally?
Why are the people trying to fix this problem, the same people (or
associated with) who caused this colossal problem to begin with?
16.

Now we need another law, where does it end?

This is what my second objection truly is: where does it end?
Now they’re beginning to hand out Narcan for overdoses. Really,
17.

where does it stop? Who made this second disastrous decision? Is
this their solution to help the problem they created? Or was this all
planned to pharmaceutical companies can make money of Narcan?
Not to mention, if it’s being distributed onto the streets for free, this
means the money to pay the big pharmaceutical companies is being
taken from our paychecks.

Another decision which’s going to destroy many lives and
families, yet I’m not qualified to have any influence in a decision
with such importance as this. I’m labeled detrimental to society, yet
its seemingly myself who’s trying to save lives not the opposite.
Sure, this move could possibly save a couple lives in the next year.
On top of that, it will destroy, and end, many more. Upon hearing
my friend had Narcan, I first thought, and words were, “that’s
perfect, now I can shoot as much as I can possibly handle, because
if I take cross the threshold of comfort and overdose, you can bring
me back to life.”
18.

Once again, people aren’t responsible or ever thinking
clearly while addicted to heroin. Plus, addicts care about absolutely
nobody, except themselves (until they become clean) and the drug.
Nonetheless, I believe we can reinstall a sense of morals inside them.
Their eyes have ability to be opened to the damage inflicted upon
others and the harm brought amongst themselves.
19.

20.

When on a bleak December day, you don’t step through a
chamber door that lead to more affliction. You seek warmth and
comfort where it’s found, like in the arms of Christ.
You should be aware by now of the fluoride (hazardous waste
products) our government deliberately assimilates into out fresh
drinking water. This chemical is poison and precisely used for
controlling the public by the destruction of our pineal-gland. There’s
a great debate currently occurring over these farmlands used for the
19.

marijuana crop. Much of this is over land control and taxes, in
addition to the deforesting of America; which leads to many addition
concerns. We also have a further concern referring to how natural
this marijuana will truly be, and how would we ever know the truth
on separate claims? Cigarettes contain multiple deadly chemicals
which have no business being artificially added in the first place!
Just remember that and do your research.
end of passage

